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Abstract

International organizations such as the Australia DSD, the European Commission and the
US NSA have developed their lists of top mitigations and actions they consider necessary
for organizations and governments to implement. It has been further established by the
international information security community that the twenty critical security controls are
the top relevant guidelines for implementing and achieving greater security. Many of the
controls require the deployment and installation of security software. But is installing
software all there is to it? Will an organization be better defended by buying lots of
security products? In one particular use case, attackers were able to break through the
network defenses of an organization that implemented many of the security controls but
did not do so properly. Under the sense of false security, the senior leadership woke up to
some bad news when they learned that gigabytes of data were stolen from the
organization’s network after controls were in place. The implementation of security
controls should be done with careful planning and attention to detail. This paper covers
what the attackers did to circumvent the controls in place in the organization, how they
could have implemented the critical controls properly to prevent this compromise, and
what an organization needs to do to avoid this pitfall.
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1. Introduction
Research has shown the tendency of companies not paying close attention to the
importance of security as in the case of the Target security breach in 2014 (Ponemon
Institute LLC, 2015, p. 2). In spite of this common trend, many of the companies that
were compromised and made headlines had security controls in place including JP
Morgan, E-Bay and the Sony PlayStation Network (Ponemon Institute LLC, 2015, p. 1).
The issues were not always an absence of capable personnel, tools, and products to detect
and prevent attacks (The Home Depot, 2014). The issues in many cases were a lack of
attention to detail and proper configuration of security controls (Vijayan, 2014). In one
such case an organization that was familiar with the critical controls and implemented a
portion of them, fell victim to their lack of attention to detail and false sense of security.
For the purposes of protecting the privacy of the organization in this case, the
company is referred as the ABC Datacenter Corporation. The ABC Datacenter
Corporation deals in storing information for several companies. Many companies
contract with ABC Datacenter to use their mass storage facilities as file repositories and
data warehouse. This practice of using data warehousing is very common for large and
small businesses (Guerra & Andrews, 2013). According to publicly available information
on the Internet about the ABC Datacenter Corporation, it was disclosed on their website
that the company was in the process of a merger. Mergers can be quite complicated and
require several careful considerations to ensure a smooth transition of information and
assets (El Abed, 2009, p. 5). The ABC Datacenter Corporation bought out the Tonden
File Company that was also a data warehouse with clients of their own. As is the case
with most mergers and acquisitions, sharing of information was taking place across these
companies’ networks during the move of systems (El Abed, 2009, p. 1).
On an otherwise uneventful work day, a spear phishing email was received by a
group of users in the marketing department of the ABC Datacenter Corporation. These
particular set of marketing employees had their email addresses listed on the company
website. When they received the email, many of them opened the attachment that seemed
normal to them but really contained malicious code. The code opened up a connection to
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malicious servers over the Internet. Once the workstations connected to the attacker’s
servers, the hackers uploaded tools such as privilege escalators and backdoors. This same
pattern of attack using spear phishing or targeted attack emails to gain access and
compromise systems were used in major data breaches including the RSA and Epsilon
breaches (TrendLabs APT Research Team, 2012).
As it turned out, the ABC Datacenter administrators maintained a good patch
cycle and the workstation operating systems were patched and up to date. The
effectiveness of patching has proven effective against most public exploits when
deployed near the release of the patches (Infosecurity Magazine, 2012). Some of the
attacker’s tools did not work for this reason. There were even application whitelisting and
antivirus programs installed on the workstations. However in poor practice, both of these
security applications were configured in default or minimal mode and the attackers were
able to run their tools on the workstations without being completely blocked or detected
(SANS Institute, 2015).
The human susceptibility to deceit has been the cause of about 70% of the data
breaches in one extensive study (Verizon Enterprise Solutions, 2014, p. 42). In the case
of the ABC Datacenter, some of the marketing employees not only opened the email but
also forwarded the email to other coworkers in neighboring departments. One employee
that received a forwarded email also had multiple levels of privileges associated with
their account. This user also had administrative access to a server in the network. The
attackers used common hacker techniques to install a backdoor on the employee’s
workstation and then used the additional privileges to install another backdoor on the
server that the employee had privileges to (Symantec Corporation, 2014, p. 39).
It turned out that this server had less security present than the workstations. The
server functioned as a shared repository that belonged to the acquired data warehouse,
Tonden File Company, and was in the queue for movement to the ABC Datacenter
network. A separate domain administrator account belonging to the acquired company’s
domain was logged on to this server as well. The attackers were able to steal the
privileges of that domain administrator account and install additional backdoors and tools
on the Tonden File Company’s systems that had not been moved over. Using the same
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pattern many attackers use, the hackers stole an estimated 11GB of research data and user
account information from the ABC Datacenter Corporation and the Tonden File
Company systems (Verizon Enterprise Solutions, 2014, p. 30).
The ABC Datacenter security team eventually found out there was a problem
when a system that was transferred from the Tonden File Company was observed to
consistently use high amounts of bandwidth in the network traffic. After further
investigation by the security team, the domains and IPs involved in the suspicious traffic
were determined to be malicious. This incident was reported to ABC Datacenter
Corporation leadership as part of the incident response and handling procedures. The
origin of the compromise was eventually traced back to the marketing department
workstations and phishing emails through a backwards analysis of logs.
This case is one of many examples of what hackers have done to networks where
management perceived their networks to be secure (Ponemon Institute LLC, 2014).
Attention to detail must be given to the application of the critical controls in order to
make sure the controls are applied appropriately. Successful implementation is achieved
with careful planning and execution of the guidelines provided with the critical controls
(SANS Institute, 2015). The critical controls are designed to reduce an organization’s
attack surface and risk posture against active and relevant threats (SANS Institute, 2015).
In addition to careful implementation, there needs to be active participation by
senior technical leadership to accurately understand the state of security of the
organization’s network. This would be true especially during a time of mergers and
acquisitions (El Abed, 2009). Poor communications in the management of the transition
project cost the ABC Datacenter Corporation consumer confidence that later translated to
tangible revenue losses. The lack of effectiveness of project management also placed the
senior leaders in a position of being uninformed and therefore unable to make a
knowledgeable decision.
The priority of security awareness for an organization is largely influenced by the
importance given to security awareness by senior leaders (Moag & CDS Team, 2011).
Leadership sponsored training that is engaging and interactive improves the effectiveness
and readiness of the workforce to respond to targeted attacks (Ponemon Institute LLC,
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2014). An organization that thoughtfully implements the critical controls and applies best
practices for management, will be significantly better positioned to defend and respond to
cyber-attacks.

2. Anatomy of the Attack
2.1. Initial Compromise
Email spear phishing attempts were successful in the case of the ABC Datacenter
Corporation compromise, despite the existence of security measures. For example, the
company had in place an email gateway appliance to control spam and email born threats.
The targeted emails to the marketing department were still able to get through the email
gateway because the emails were not classified into a threatening category that would
block the email. The administrators initially installed the email gateway and left mostly
the default recommended settings. They did not revisit the device to tailor the
configuration due to competing priorities set by the operations manager. The email
gateway blocked many types of spam email, but allowed phishing emails to still get to
user inboxes placing the burden of self-reporting a suspicious email on the user.
This strategy may still have worked if there were proper training. Many of the
marketing employees did not open the attachment, but 40% of the victims either opened
the attachment or forwarded the attachment to other employees. This metric is above the
rising trend of 23% of users that open phishing emails in an organization and 11% that
open attachments (Verizon Enterprise Solutions, 2015, p. 11). The company had yearly
mandatory training on email security that met compliance requirements. However, the
email security training consisted of a text-based set of questions and a multiple choice
quiz at the end of the training document. This method proved to be less effective than
desired by the organization, because it was the forwarding of the email that gave the
attackers the additional opportunities to spread out through the network. One of the users
that received a forwarded email was an administrator of a server.
The findings associated with the spear phishing compromise reflect the need to
pay close attention to the Secure Configurations for Network Devices (#10) and Security
Skills Assessment and Appropriate Training to Fill Gaps (#9) security controls (Council
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on CyberSecurity, 2015). The ABC Datacenter Corporation did in fact implement Secure
Network Engineering by installing an email security gateway to control email attacks.
However, administrators should have taken more time to configure the email gateway
phishing threshold to a more appropriate threat level. The regular tuning of the email
gateway appliance over time would have increased the quality of phishing detection and
reduced the absolute dependency on end users to decide.
The company would have benefited from employing scenario based training more
frequent than once a year. The human factor has repeatedly proven to be the weakest link
in organizations (SANS Securing The Human, 2015). In the case of the ABC Datacenter
security breach, more effective workforce training would have significantly reduced the
success of the phishing attacks (Moag & CDS Team, 2011, p. 3). This is even more
relevant with phishing attacks remaining among the top attack vectors against
organizations (TrendLabs APT Research Team, 2012). Diagram 1 shows an example of
phishing training designed to help end users become familiar with phishing attacks.

Diagram 1. Sample phishing training by McAfee (McAfee, 2015)
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A list of the security controls that would have helped to prevent and mitigate
attacks at the initial stage of compromise are shown in Table 1.
Critical Control
Spearphishing Bad Domains/Ips Implemented?
Issue
#9 - Training to Fill Gaps
X
Y
Once a year checklist, not scenario
#10 - Secure Configuration for
X
X
Y
Threshold for phishing email not tailored
Network Devices
to environment

Table 1. Critical Controls at the Initial Compromise

2.2. Code Execution
Once the phishing victims opened their email attachments, a hidden instance of
their browser was launched and directed to the attacker’s website. Attackers were able to
execute code within the browser. The administrators had the browser and plugins patched
and up to date according to vendor patch cycles. However, one browser plugin that was
widely used had a publicly available exploit for which the vendor did not yet have a
patch. This unfortunate yet common occurrence is similar to a recent Java vulnerability
CVE-2015-2590 that was being exploited in the wild for over two months before a patch
was released (Constantin, 2015). The hackers used an exploit similar to this one to
execute their backdoor on victim computers and connect back to their servers. The
company had deployed anti-malware defenses including the Microsoft’s Enhanced
Mitigations Experience Toolkit (EMET) onto the workstations in the enterprise as part of
their default workstation image. However, the administrators relied on the default
configuration of EMET to protect the browser and the protection did not work. This is
because the browsers that were used by most of the victims were not included in the
default configuration of EMET (Hoffman, 2014).
The attackers proceeded to upload their tools to victim’s workstations and placed
the tools in the user directories that were allowed to store downloads. The hackers
unintentionally uploaded tools to whitelisted directories. They only found out after trying
to move files into other directories as later evidenced by logs. The administrators had
implemented application whitelisting on all workstations. However the method used for
whitelisting was solely based on directory path. One of the paths allowed to download
and run applications was the user directory where the tools were downloaded to. This
misconfiguration existed on all the company systems and was a root catalyst for enabling
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the hackers to compromise the rest of the enterprise and affect the rest of the workstations
and servers.
Armed with the ability to run applications, the hackers uploaded privilege
escalation tools and executed them. The attackers attempted to execute several privilege
escalation tools but were not successful. Remarkably, the workstations did not suffer
complete shutdowns or the “blue screens of death” (Hoffman, 2013). However, there
were no indications that these escalation attempts were caught by real-time antivirus. The
antivirus tools installed on the workstations were up to date, the execution of the tools
logged, and yet these tools were not flagged as malicious. The saving grace for this
company was the ability for administrators to go back through these logs during the
incident response and piece together the events that took place.
The hackers were successful in downloading and executing tools due to
inadequately implementing the Malware Defenses (#5), Application Whitelisting in the
Inventory of Authorized and Unauthorized Hardware and Software (#2), and Log
Alerting in the Maintenance, Monitoring, and Analysis of Audit Logs (#14) security
controls (Council on CyberSecurity, 2015). The company installed and deployed EMET
across the workstations but the administrators left them in the default configuration.
EMET is most effective when its configuration is tailored for an organization’s baseline
of applications that need to be protected (Hoffman, 2014). The protections offered by
EMET in this case were rendered useless because the user’s browser and plugins were
not included in the list of applications protected. The proper configuration could have
prevented the technique used to compromise the browser and plugin as seen in diagram 1
(Kirk, 2014).
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Diagram 2. EMET configured to protect Firefox with Adobe and Java Plugins
The ABC Datacenter administrators applied application whitelisting which made
some of the work harder for the attackers. However, the administrators configured the
whitelisting to allow the user full access to create, modify, and execute all applications in
specific folders including the user’s download folder. The hackers were not able to write
to system directories, but in the end they did not need to. They were able to persist and
use backdoors running out of user directories. This pattern of methodology was also used
in the Home Depot breach, especially in the early stages of the attack (The Home Depot,
2014).
The more effective implementation would have been to use hash based
whitelisting in addition to path based. Using hash based whitelisting does come with
some initial administrative overhead, but can be very effective in blocking unauthorized
applications that are not part of the organizational baseline (Sedgewick, Souppaya, &
Scarfone, 2014, p. 2). As applications are baselined for an organization in “learning
mode”, the upkeep for applications becomes easier to manage over time. The benefits
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outweigh the initial effort to properly apply application whitelisting and would have been
a significant deterrent to these attackers.
The hackers failed to execute privilege escalation tools successfully. This was due
in part to the workstations being patched and up to date. There was also no evidence that
the attackers employed zero day attacks against the operating system of the workstation.
One concerning aspect of these events is the failure of antivirus to detect the malicious
executables. Antivirus alone will not prevent more advanced attacks against a network
(Brink, 2012). A significant mitigation to this attack would have been to install and
configure a host intrusion prevention system, also known as HIPS (Brink, 2012). HIPS
can be configured at a granular level to allow, prevent, and log details of execution of
certain types of files.
In addition to granular configuration capabilities, detailed logging and alerting are
available in most enterprise HIPS products. Enterprise HIPS products also facilitate the
aggregation of logs and alerts across an enterprise in user friendly dashboards. Many
HIPS products integrate with Security Information and Event Managers (SIEM).
Examples are provided below of events reported in a demo network.

Diagram 3. Solarwinds SIEM reporting real time security events (SolarWinds, n.d.)
A list of the security controls that would have helped to prevent and mitigate
attacks at the code execution stage of compromise are shown in Table 2.
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Critical Control
Tool Download Tool Execution Implemented?
Issue
#2 - Inventory of Authorized and
X
X
Y
Application Whitelisting only path
Unauthorized Hardware and Software
based
#5 - Malware Defenses
X
X
Y
* EMET not tailored to an
organizational baseline
* No HIPS installed, only AV
#14 - Maintenance, Monitoring, and
X
X
Y
No HIPS logs available to monitor
Analysis of Audit Logs

Table 2. Critical Controls at Code Execution

2.3. Contagion
One of the users caught in the phishing attack had multiple privileges assigned to
their account. The lack of separating roles for user accounts is poor practice and opens up
a network to vulnerabilities that can otherwise be prevented (Symantec Corporation,
2014). The victim in focus was one of the users shifted from the acquired company to the
new parent company ABC Datacenter. The user was forwarded a copy of the email as a
courtesy by one of the marketing personnel. This user was also one of the developers of
an enterprise communications and collaboration application that was just acquired from
the Tonden File Company. The enterprise application was used to store and share
information related to company projects. The server hosting the application was
scheduled to be transitioned from the Tonden File Company’s datacenter to the ABC
Datacenter Corporation’s datacenter warehouse.
The developer’s account in the new parent company’s domain was recently
assigned administrative privileges to manage the application server. The set of events that
followed were the unfortunate results of providing too much privilege to the developer
much like in the case of the New York Times breach (CyberSheath Services
International, LLC, 2014, p. 10). After the developer’s workstation had been
compromised, the multi-privileged account was used to remotely survey the application
server and install hacker tools. Subsequently, the hacker’s backdoor was installed with
root privileges because the install was done with administrative privileges. The attackers
proceeded to collect the hashes and credentials of users on the server. The server itself
had antivirus but did not have application whitelisting installed. The hacker tools were
not identified or logged as malicious on this server either by antivirus (Brink, 2012).
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The hackers harvested credentials on this server and were able to acquire the
credentials of a domain administrator from the Tonden File Company that was logged on
to the server. When the security team retraced the attacker’s steps, it was determined that
the domain administrator account was idle and not in use. The attackers used their newly
acquired credentials to survey the trusted systems in the acquired company. The attackers
repeated the process of compromising systems and installed backdoors and tools on the
Tonden File Company’s systems. The hackers were eventually able to gather more
credentials and installed backdoors on other user workstations and connected them to the
attacker’s infrastructure as is done by many hacker groups (Mandiant, 2014).
The attackers were successful in compromising systems in this stage due to the
improper implementation of the Controlled Use of Administrative Privileges (#12),
Account Monitoring and Control (#16), Malware Defenses (#5), and Secure
Configurations for Hardware and Software (#3) critical controls (Council on
CyberSecurity, 2015). The effect of improper critical control implementation became
cumulative over time. Improper application whitelisting and malware defense
configurations enabled the attacker’s ability to execute tools. The developer’s regular
user account was assigned administrative privileges to the application server for
convenience. This decision proved to be a costly one by having made it easier for the
hackers to compromise systems further in the network.
The appropriate action would have been to create a separate administrative
account for the developer to use for administering the application on the server and not
the server itself (SANS Institute, 2015). The administrators would have benefitted from
determining the minimum privileges required on the server to manage the application and
assigning those permissions. Utilizing a separate account would have at least raised the
cost and effort for the hackers to compromise further systems. The use of separate
accounts per role also increases the effectiveness of accountability for privileged use of
accounts (Symantec Corporation, 2014).
An additional open door was presented to the attackers through the presence of a
privileged account from the Tonden File Company logged on to the server. Upon further
investigation, it was determined that a domain administrator account was not necessary
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for administering the server. Appropriate role-based access employs the principle of least
privilege for users and roles (Symantec Corporation, 2014). The server administrator role
did not include the rights for managing Active Directory. The correct action would have
been to use a less privileged account for administering the server. Careful planning
should have taken place in the development of the transition project plan. This would
have minimized the overlap of privileged access and made it easier to monitor exceptions
(El Abed, 2009).
The transfer of company systems certainly complicated the daily operations and
monitoring of normal activity. It would have been beneficial for the company to consider
the security status of each system (El Abed, 2009). Requirements for the implementation
of security controls should have been placed on servers and group permissions before
servers were allowed to have trusted connections to the parent company. The
implementation of properly configured application whitelisting and malware defenses on
this particular server would have served as deterrents to the actions that the attackers took
on the server (US-CERT, 2015).
A list of the security controls that would have helped to prevent and mitigate
attacks at the contagion stage of compromise are shown in Table 3.
Critical Control
Privilege Escalation Lateral Movement Installing Software Implemented?
Issue
#3 - Secure Configuration of Hardware
X
X
X
Y
* Too much privilege given to
and Software
developer on server
* Server configuration changes were
not monitored closely
#5 - Malware Defenses
X
X
X
Y
Servers less protected than
workstations
#12 - Controlled Used of
X
X
X
Y
Administrators made an exception for
Administrative Privileges
convenience of migration
#16 - Account Monitoring and Control
X
X
X
Y
Administrative use of account was
not closely monitored

Table 3. Critical Controls at Contagion

2.4. Theft of Data
When the attackers gained administrative access to both networks, they also
gained privileged access to all the files and data on both companies’ workstations and file
servers. The hackers used the previously acquired credentials to access files in the main
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data repository with file server administrator credentials. The hard drives of the file
servers had full disk encryption enabled, but the files themselves remained unencrypted
while the servers were powered on. The attackers began to pilfer data from the repository
related to research. The attackers downloaded several backups of organizational data
belonging to an organization’s financial records. It was assumed that the hackers were
unsuccessful at making use of them because the backups had an additional layer of
encryption provided by the backup software used. The frequency at which data was
downloaded from the network was recorded to be a few times a week in the parent
company.
The reduced security posture of the acquired company afforded the hackers a
more relaxed network for conducting the exfiltration of data. The attackers showed a
particular interest in the data residing in the acquired company’s file servers. The
information consisted of research information on sensitive projects by wealthy
organizations. Attackers siphoned research data at a similar frequency as the parent
company. Over the course of three months the hackers continued to steal data with
increasing frequency and use of bandwidth over time as is the pattern with data loss
trends (Verizon Enterprise Solutions, 2015).
The theft of data was possible due to a lack of proper implementation of the Data
Protection (#17), Controlled Access Based on the Need to Know (#15), and Maintenance,
Monitoring, and Analysis of Audit Logs (#14) critical controls (Council on
CyberSecurity, 2015). The parent company servers had full disk encryption, but the files
were not encrypted at rest while the servers were on. This grievous oversight cost the
company dearly in the form of customer data being compromised, consumer confidence
lost, and loss of revenue from customers that went to competitors. If it had not been for
the backups having an additional layer of encryption, the consequences would have even
been worse as it has been for many other victims (Verizon Enterprise Solutions, 2015, p.
29).
One appropriate prevention would have been to apply encryption to all files on
the file servers with the use of client certificates owned by the customer. Encrypting the
files would have protected the data cryptographically and raised the cost to the attackers.
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This would have had the additional benefit of limiting exposure of the data to even
internal employees to ABC Datacenter Corporation that did not have a need to know of
the customer information. This data protection mechanism alone would have rendered the
data that the attackers stole useless without the private keys to the data owned by the
customers.
The Tonden File Company had a mixed environment consisting of encrypted and
non-encrypted files stored on their servers. There were more files were unencrypted than
encrypted and most of the data stored by Tonden File was related to research. The
attackers focused in on this data in their attack. The same data protection controls that
applied to ABC Datacenter, would have been beneficial for protecting data on Tonden
File servers. Additional considerations should have been given to the encryption of the
data at rest during the development of the data changeover plan.
A great concern that arose from this incident was the lack of the detection of this
activity as malicious. The absence of network-based data loss prevention (DLP) devices
served to the detriment of the security team and the organizations. A properly installed,
configured, and tuned network-based DLP solution would have alerted the security team
much sooner on the potential compromise of data and data leakage. The security team
needed better alert definitions in their network analysis security information and event
management (SIEM) to detect the use of unauthorized encryption channels to unfamiliar
websites. Both of these solutions together would have aided the security team in catching
and responding to the exfiltration of customer data. Diagram 4 shows a sample dashboard
with the types of alerts that would have helped the security team (SolarWinds, n.d.).
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Diagram 4. Solarwinds SIEM reporting aggregate events across an Enterprise
(SolarWinds, n.d.)
A list of the security controls that would have helped to prevent and mitigate
attacks at the theft of data stage of compromise are shown in Table 4.
Critical Control
Unencrypted Data Data Leakage Implemented?
Issue
#14 - Maintenance, Monitoring,
X
X
Y
Unauthorized traffic not monitored
and Analysis of Audit Logs
closely in acquired company
#15 - Controlled Access Based
X
X
Y
File ACLs not enforced on
on the Need to Know
workstations or admin users
#17 - Data Protection
X
X
Y
No network-based Data Loss
Prevention capability employed

Table 4. Critical Controls at Theft of Data

3. Lessons Learned
3.1. Proper Critical Control Usage Guidelines
The consistent theme throughout this unfortunate chain of events has been the
lack of attention to detail in the implementation of the critical controls in the ABC
Datacenter Corporation. The negative effects of these improper implementations were
cumulative. At every stage of the attacker’s infiltration, the company’s implementation of
the critical controls worked to either thwart or enable the attacks. Attackers were
unsuccessful at installing tools in certain directories due to whitelisting and some of the
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data that was taken was confirmed as encrypted. However, the hackers were able to
upload tools, install backdoors, and steal data while remaining largely undetected by the
security team.
The prioritization of the critical controls established by the Council on
CyberSecurity truly stands out as relevant when analyzing this scenario (Council on
CyberSecurity, 2015). A proper implementation of the Inventory of Authorized and
Unauthorized Software (#2), Secure Configuration of Hardware and Software (#3),
Malware Defenses (#5), Security Skills Assessment and Appropriate Training to Fill
Gaps (#9), issues around privileged account and roles (#’s 12, 16), and log alerting and
monitoring (#14) would have helped the company be positioned to defend against the
types of attacks used against the company (Council on CyberSecurity, 2015). In addition
to this, the company would have greatly benefitted from having regular Penetration Tests
and Red Team Exercises (#20) to test the effectiveness of their security and security
team’s incident response.
Specifically, the critical controls contain sub-controls grouped into four categories
that list specific actions this company could have taken to implement, automate, and
measure the effectiveness of the controls (Council on CyberSecurity, 2015). The quickwins, visibility and attribution, hygiene and configuration, and advanced sub-controls
should have been paid closer attention to. The technical leadership in the engineering and
security teams acknowledged the need to go through these sub-controls in detail and was
tasked to develop a detailed roadmap that aligns with the gaps listed here and the
business priorities of the company.

3.2. Management Controls
It was later determined that aggressive timelines for the transition of the systems
from the acquired company to the parent company was a factor in the decreased attention
to procedures and monitoring. Transferring systems from different networks can be a
tumultuous time for administrators (El Abed, 2009). The delicate balance of keeping
users content while making necessary system changes that bring downtime is an art at
best and can get discouraging at times. Applying best practice principles of project
management to ensure stakeholder communications, project tracking, and measuring risk
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would have helped the organization make better decisions based on better information
(Ponemon Institute LLC, 2014). This would have increased the company’s likelihood of a
smoother transition and reduced the occurrences of overlooking important details.
Along of the lines of project management best practices, one of the more serious
issues identified was the poor translation of technical information to a senior leadership
level in stakeholder communications. The leadership team had the impression that
customer data was encrypted at rest because the hard drives were encrypted. This
technical misunderstanding led several individuals in the leadership team to be under a
false sense of security which is very dangerous for a company (Ponemon Institute LLC,
2015). This impact this revelation was expected to have on customers was not something
the leadership team delayed in addressing. The leadership staff immediately decreed that
all data would be encrypted at rest as their highest priority.
Another finding that was identified was the lack of appropriate training of the
workforce. The training for the workforce consisted of yearly text based training with a
short quiz included in the training. This requirement satisfied the legal and compliance
department but was not effective at preparing the employees for responding to the
phishing attacks. The Security Skills Assessment and Appropriate Training to Fill Gaps
(#9) critical control recommends as a quick win to deliver part of the training in person
with the use of scenarios (Council on CyberSecurity, 2015). This format of training is
interactive and effective at helping employees remember how to respond to relevant
threats (Ponemon Institute LLC, 2014). This would have helped the ABC Datacenter
Corporation employees to be more prepared to report the phishing attack instead of
opening the attachment.
In addition to this, an online security awareness program sponsored by senior
leadership should have been used to supplement or even replace the once a year training.
This type of training consists of a set of online modules that is convenient for employees
to take and easier to track from a technical perspective (SANS Securing The Human,
2015). The training could be given more than once a year and measured in terms of
successful and unsuccessful responses to simulated attacks in the online modules. The
endorsement of the security awareness program by senior leadership sets security
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awareness as a priority for the organization as a whole. In the wake of the discovery of
workforce susceptibility to the phishing attack, the leadership staff motioned to revamp
security awareness training program as a high priority. Unfortunately, it took this bad
experience to get the attention of senior executive leadership as is the case with many
companies (Ponemon Institute LLC, 2015).

4. Conclusion
The critical controls have proven to be effective for organizations to defend and
respond to cyber-attacks. This is evidenced by the continual reports, case studies, and
successes reported by companies (SANS Institute, 2015). The ABC Datacenter
Corporation began on the path to implement these controls but did so haphazardly. A
more thoughtful and methodical approach was necessary to ensure that the critical
controls would be properly planned for and implemented.
Careful planning and execution is possible by using the guidelines included in the
Critical Controls (Council on CyberSecurity, 2015). The subcategories of each critical
control contain specific guidelines that provide more than just installing security
products, but instructions for administrators for implementing the critical controls the
effective way. This would have been effective for the ABC Datacenter in reducing the
attack surface area significantly and reduced the likelihood that attacks would have been
successful.
The situation for the compromise of ABC Datacenter was even more challenging
because the breach took place during a merger and transition of systems. Sub-par
communications practiced at the project management level falsely set expectations that
all customer data was protected. This facilitated the eventual creation of vulnerabilities
that were used to compromise the network. These vulnerabilities were a main factor in
the compromise of customer data cost the ABC Datacenter a loss of consumer confidence
and revenue. Effective project management practices would have ensured accurate
information was communicated to all stakeholders, appropriate risk decisions made and
helped to prevent the attack vectors used to compromise valuable customer data.
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Senior leadership needed to be more closely involved with the support and
monitoring of the security awareness program of the workforce. The yearly paper
exercise that ABC Datacenter employed was ineffective at preparing the workforce for
the spear phishing attack. Relevant and interactive training that was tailored to the
workforce, required on a more frequent basis and publically endorsed by senior
leadership would have had a more significant effect at preparing employees to respond
properly to the email attacks.
Companies must heed the guidelines for implementing the critical controls and
ensure all levels of leadership have the appropriate level of engagement in awareness of
risk posture of the network and employees in order to avoid the pitfalls that the ABC
Datacenter Corporation fell into. The more organizations do to thoughtfully implement
controls and enable the workforce with resources to be prepared against targeted attacks,
the better the organization will be at defending their employees, customers, and valuable
information from compromise.
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